Classroom Audio Products
Access Technology Systems

AUDIO SYSTEMS FOR GROUP LEARNING
DESIGNED FOR THE COLLABORATIVE CLASSROOM

Activate is a full instructional audio and video platform that includes whole-room audio with a
teacher microphone, 2-way audio pods for small groups and a mobile app for control and audio/
video capture. Teachers are able to listen to each group (up to 12) to gain critical learning insights.
With the mobile app, teachers can control the system and record video synched with high quality
audio of the teacher microphones and student pods. Teachers can capture critical teaching and
learning moments to reflect, gain evidence of great learning, share with others and exchange
teaching ideas.

ALL-IN-ONE CLASSROOM AUDIO

Redcat Access

UNMATCHED VOICE CLARITY, EXPANDABLE WITH OTHER SYSTEMS

Redcat Access is a breakthrough in classroom audio that combines the ease of an all-inone system with the advanced capabilities of Access Technology. When combined with the
Activate Pods, its use is expanded from whole class instruction to small group, studentcentered learning as classroom configurations change.

Topcat Access

WIRELESS IN-CEILING CLASSROOM AUDIO SYSTEM

Topcat distributes high speech intelligibility and full range multimedia sound for all students to hear.
Its unobtrusive design and simple installation make it ideal for new construction, room additions and
remodels. When combined with the Activate Pods, its use is expanded from whole class instruction to
small group, student-centered learning, across changing classroom configurations.

TRADITIONAL CLASSROOM AUDIO

955Access

ACCESS AUDIO HUB

955 Access has all the features necessary for whole room instruction while delivering clarity and
even distribution of sound of all audio, including multimedia. It does all this without drop-out in large
or open spaces, interference with other classroom technologies or using up valuable bandwidth.
Further, it is compatible with Activate pods so that it can adapt as teaching methodologies and
classrooms evolve.

WIRELESS MICROPHONE SYSTEM

Access Link adds a wireless microphone for the teacher to virtually any amplifier and speaker.
It works within any room configuration and at long distance. Just as importantly, it virtually
eliminates interference with other classroom technology. Activate pods can be added to enable
two-way communication between teachers and students for small group collaboration and
project-based learning.
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Optional Battery pack for Redcat Access
available at $150.00

LARGE ROOM AMPLIFIER

For large room amplification needs, the Access Link can be connected to the Cat 885 Advanced
Audio Hub to deliver 21st century audio quality and even distribution of sound of all audio to
maximize your investment in technology. The advanced features make it an ideal solution for
technology-rich classrooms and media centers.

SPECIALTY
WIRELESS BLUETOOTH AUDIO INTEGRATON

Mobile Connector can be added to any classroom audio system to enable wireless Bluetooth
streaming from a teacher’s mobile device or laptop to be played through the classroom
speaker. Additionally, it enables audio/video recording from an iOS or Android mobile device
for lesson capture with crystal clear audio.

WIRELESS MICROPHONE SYSTEM FOR MULITPLE MICROPHONES

Multimike allows you to add up to 10 wireless microphones to an existing audio system to
accommodate multiple presenters or speakers. Provides professional-level performance without
the high cost of sophisticated conference room solutions. Combined with a Lightspeed Audio
System, the Multimike allows you to have as many as 12 Access wireless microphones operational
at one time.

PORTABLE PRESENTATION SYSTEM

Lightweight portable audio system that ensures your entire audience hears every word. Redcat
improves speech clarity, allowing you to speak more naturally, with a genuine, persoanl impact.
The lightweight, easy-to-carry case enables you to bring the Redcat with you wherever your next
presentation may be.

SPEAKER OPTIONS
MULTIMEDIA CEILING SPEAKER

This hybrid speaker uses flat panel speaker technology with a low frequency cone speaker to
deliver high speech intelligibility with full-range audio for media-rich classrooms. Will amplify
rooms up to 1,600 square feet with ceiling heights of 9 feet or higher.

DRQ

CEILING SPEAKER (X4)

Low profile speaker designed for rooms with suspended ceilings. Delivers high quality, fullrange sound and will distribute sound evenly throughout classrooms with room heights
between 9 and 12 feet.

WMQ

WALL-MOUNT SPEAKER (X4)

Four WMQ speakers provide high quality distributed sound for classrooms with solid ceilings as
low as 8 feet.
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